
Risk Levels Continue to Rise 

After a year of extraordinary low volatility as defined by the VIX index or the volatility/fear index, we see 
the VIX move back up to the 26 level on Friday March 23, 2018 as the US stock markets look to retest 
their prior lows made on February 8, 2018. Remember, when we initially had the fallout in early 
February, the VIX spiked to a very high 50 level which was reminiscent of the spike in August 2015 when 
oil was on its way to $26.00 /barrel for WTI in February 2016. The back and forth movement of the 
VIX created a lower top in January 2016, at 32. Whether history repeats itself or not is certainly 
worth watching as the various US stock indexes look to retest the previous February lows. A move to 
a lower level of the S&P 500 could produce a longer rebuilding process as we approach the earnings 
reporting season in the latter part of April and early May.  



We saw the BPNYSE come very close to reversing down on Friday to 48 as it closed at 48.08. A move to 
48 would create a quick reversal down and a move to 44 would create the 2nd consecutive sell signal in 
the lower half of the field – somewhat consistent with the rise in the VIX. 

 

     

 

The longer term Positive Trend Indicator for the New York Stock Exchange did reverse down in February 
to 62 and is currently at 58.15 as of March 23. This indicator remains in the upper half meaning more 
than 50% of the stocks that trade on the NYSE remain in positive trend . The S&P 500 still has 67.92% 
of it’s 500 stocks in positive trend but a move to 66 would be a lower low and it’s 1st sell signal since July 
2015. 

 

     

 

 

 



Cash as an asset class has not moved in the longer term, Dynamic Asset Level Investing (DALI) model and 
remains in the low 4th spot with 105 wins so far. Cash is starting to look like a more viable defensive 
option than government bonds especially if interest rates continue to move upward. The upward 
movement of interest rates continues to be a battle worth watching. 

 

We look forward to some of the short term indicators reverse up with recent movement down in the 
various US stock indexes. On February 13, 2018 I discussed the potential for 10 week NYSE to reverse 
up from an extremely over sold level of 16% meaning only 16% of the NYSE stocks were trading above 
their 10 week moving average. This indicator did reverse up to the 46% level but has since gone to a 
lower low at 24% - still above the 16%. The longer term 30 week NYSE moved to a new lower low of 38 
on Friday. We have not seen this level since the latter part of 2015 and early 2016. 

 

 

So we continue to see lower levels on longer term indicators as we look for a bottom in this sell off. We 
notice that the longer term Positive Trend indicator remains elevated above the 50% level, however 
they are currently moving down. Whether it continues as a pause that refreshes or a longer term 
downturn is where the debate comes in. Currently, supply is in control, that is, we have more sellers 
than buyers. 

 

Please call or email me any questions.   
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